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Foregrass 

A toil of one inside me: 

She/I cast a thick, 

                                       sod-wall 

time out of mind, 

out of sync, off course. 

 

I see: Forgrass little blue, 

little stemmed flowers, 

                                       light mottled 

purple yellow centered star, 

She/I go there to the egg-cortex: Nest. 

 

Change into her/my parka hood 

 

She/I wear a time meter: earth’s surface 

Let it be into the outer cornice, 

                         to measure the nebulous. 

 

A timing belt, bearing teeth, gage 

turning 

rusty sprockets, diamond-dust covered 

She/I measure to pinpoint a sounding line underneath, 
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the sea depth of my/her childhood. Restricted to no particular, 

time, only emerald-green ocean, sea or lake. 

 

I see: poisonous buttercups, 

             soda ash from ceramics, 

             glass black smooth; 

             I stand to keep time. 
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Choosing Inflorescence 

            Her heedless gaze dilates, 

pinpointing her name kiktugiak, mosquito. 

Her sucking grip on hindered flowers. 

 

            Three hundred sixteen whirs 

per second twitch, twinge, and circulate; 

turquoise wings rotating and cupping air. 

 

            Male and female kiktugiak slide in— 

dance synchronizing their wings in air. 

A dance w/ her sights 

on mortal daze or night flashes. 

 

            No, it was not her design 

for she did not know of such things, 

as gruesome, or as natural in grisly terms. 

 

            But maybe, in flickered movement, 

she made it through the blister-rust season, 

because of a methane metallic mirror of spirits in flight. 

 

            It took all the blood in her belly 

to fly around the sick white pine, with blister 

swelling on twigs and bark of rust season. 
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            Her itch-poked legs gingerly stepping 

on roots and pinecones, it seemed like a flashpoint, 

she felt sick alighting on the yellow ash. 

 

            But it was her choosing inflorescence, 

of the spiked crown lopseed, her shaking abdomen, 

and instinct for white nectar, she knew once before 

above a rainstorm puddle breeding, then laying eggs. 
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Anthropocene Years 

Here Cape Lisburne 

Or maybe not there. 

 

Kaktovik then 

on New Siberian Islands. 

 

Here not here. 

Elsewhere but not anywhere. 

 

But somewhere like Cape Chelyuskin; 

or White Island; yes, set the route due north. 

 

As my compass taps out of bearing in circles. 

Here Novaya Zemlya. A gyroscope. 

 

Here on the boreal island, Norway. 

Wherever it is it’s warm. 

 

Here choking on acidic air. 

 

Here Greenland, Jan Mayen. 

No it’s Disko. 
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Here Canada. 

Baffin Island.  

 

Grinnell Lake.       

Minto Inlet. 

 

Place fogged lenses on telescopic eyes. 

Here brilliant colors of pollution so high. 

 

Here in the melt sun, heaving waters of ocean and sea. 

Here start ending double-rate heat     to sweat & yet, not yet. 

 

Here wake up there not here. 
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dg nanouk okpik was born in and spent much of her life in Anchorage, 

Alaska. She attended Salish Kootenai College, the Institute of American Indian Arts, 

and Stonecoast at the University of Southern Maine. okpik has won the Truman Ca-
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